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Introduction
This was the fifth series for a summer examination of WEC03 Business Behaviour. A further six

papers have been set for previous winter and autumn series.

The examination seeks to test the candidates' abilities to select and apply appropriate economic

concepts, theories and techniques in a variety of contexts. As Unit 3 is a synoptic unit, the

examination may draw on material from Units 1 and 2.

Candidates choose to attempt two out of four essay titles in Section A. Each essay is marked out of

a total of 20 marks using five levels of response performance criteria.

Question 1 was the most popular question ('Discuss possible reasons for demergers'). Question 2

also proved to be a popular choice ('Assess the extent to which collusion is a rational business

strategy').

This was the first paper where an actual example of the relevant concept was provided at the

beginning of the question. The candidate may choose to use this example in the course of

attempting the question but this is not a requirement. The example is primarily given for illustrative

purposes.

Candidates choose one out of two data response questions in Section B. Each question has four

parts to it. Part (a) is worth 4 marks and parts (b) to (d) are each worth 12 marks. For parts (b) to (d)

it is vital that candidates make effective use of the information provided in order to access Levels 2

and 3 for knowledge, application and analysis marks. A further 4 marks are available for evaluation.

Question 5 was the most popular question.

Successful candidates were able to:

Clearly identify what they were being asked to do. For example, in Question 3 to focus on how
the business behaviour of monopsony firms may be affected by pressure group activity
and in Question 5(b) to focus on the differences, (and possible similarities), in business
objectives.

Draw and label appropriate diagrams accurately. For example, showing the minimum efficient

scale on a long run average cost curve for Question 1 and efficiency levels of output on a

monopoly diagram for Question 5(c).

Effectively time manage their answers. As was the case in more recent series, there was less

evidence of candidates having to rush part (d) of Section B.

Select and apply relevant information from the extracts to enhance their answers in Section B

Less successful candidates often:

Misinterpreted the question. This was the case with Questions 3 and 4 where candidates did not

analyse and evaluate the impacts on business behaviour.

Discussed price competition and not product differentiation in Question 6(b).

Confused contestability with competitive in Question 6(c).

Failed to use the extracts effectively in Section B. In some cases, the relevant extract(s) was not
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referred to in a candidate's answer which automatically restricts the mark to Level 1 KAA.

The main implications for future teaching, learning and examination preparation are:

To ensure that all parts of the specification are taught and internally assessed.

To encourage candidates to make full use of previous examination papers, mark schemes and

examiners reports.
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Question 1 

Candidates who performed well were able to identify a range of possible reasons for demergers

and how they may benefit an organisation. A sound response typically analysed three or four

reasons in some depth. Diagrams were used to show how an organisation may need to reduce its

size in order to move closer to its minimum efficient scale. Such a response would potentially

achieve a Level 4 mark of 13/14.

Evaluation which considered reasons why a demerger may turn out to be a wrong decision or

create adverse effects for the organisation would open up the possibility of achieving a Level 5

mark.

An answer which lacked scope and only considered a limited type of reason, for example to reduce

diseconomies of scale, but with sound analysis would have scored high Level 3, since the response

would have lacked sufficient breadth.
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The candidate successfully analysed several

relevant reasons for demergers. At times, the

analysis was developed and very well explained.

The diagram of the long run average cost curve

was accurately drawn and labelled and analysed in

an appropriate way. The response was well

structured and cohesive.

If the final evaluation section had been a little

more extensive and detailed the mark awarded

would have been a Level 5.

As it stands the response was awarded a top of

Level 4 = 16 marks
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Keep your definition(s) brief and to the point. You

can then get to the heart of the question which this

example clearly shows.
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Question 2 

Candidates who performed well were able to identify and analyse three or four justifications for

collusion as a means of benefitting the business. Sound responses typically included at least one

diagram to show the potential impact on profit. With balanced evaluation such a response would

gain a high Level 4 or Level 5 mark.

Candidates who performed less well tended to resort to a list of possible reasons why firms might

collude without analysing in any sort of depth.

Candidates could attempt this question from two opposing directions. One approach would be to

consider collusion as a rational business strategy where evaluation discusses the irrationality of

such a strategy. The alternative approach would be to reverse the argument. Each approach was

equally valid.
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The candidate starts by defining the various types

of collusion. This is fine in principle but will only

gain knowledge marks at Level 1, so definitions

need to be brief. The analysis which follows is

correct, albeit lacking in detail. There is a reference

to supernormal profit which would have been

enhanced if a diagram had been included.

The evaluation section adds more to the response

and discusses the possibility of firms 'cheating' on

other colluders and the issue of government

controls.

The mark awarded was 13/20 – just into Level 4.

Do not spend too long on your definitions. Be sure

to develop your analysis and use a relevant

diagram where you think it is appropriate.
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Question 3 

Good quality answers focused on how monopsony firms might respond to pressure group activity

to protect the interests of suppliers.

Credit was given to answers which identified a range of relevant activities and the sort of

government measures which may be enacted. This type of answer would typically be awarded a

mid-Level 2 mark.

Where the candidate clearly analysed how a monopsonist might react and explained why they

might not need to react (e.g. large size of firm, weak influence of pressure group), the mark moved

up to Level 4 or Level 5.
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Having defined a monopsony and pressure

groups, the candidate attempted to analyse what

the monopsonist might do in response to pressure

group activity. Paying 'fairer prices' to suppliers,

cutting costs and improving brand image in terms

of social responsibility were identified and

analysed to some extent. In the absence of

evaluation this would have been worth a mid-level

3 mark.

The candidate also makes evaluative comments

with some development. For example, the size of

the monopsonist, the influence of the pressure

group, the degree of consumer brand loyalty.

The final mark awarded was 14.

In order to achieve a high Level 4 or Level 5 mark

the analysis would need to be more rigorous. Links

could have been made to efficiency concepts in

relation to cutting costs and to price elasticity of

demand in relation to brand loyalty.

Be sure to develop your analysis. Think about how

you can relate your comments and observations to

relevant economic theories and concepts.
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Question 4 

There was a clear division between candidates who had read the question carefully and those who

had not.

Sound responses discussed the ways in which government measures to control TNCs might affect

the behaviour of such organisations. For example, a response which discussed the degree to which

TNCs may need to comply, how such measures might affect the reputation of a TNC, the possibility

of a TNC pulling out of the economy and other related factors would potentially be in Level 4 or

Level 5.

Higher level responses also offered valid evaluation. For example, by discussing the possible limited

impact of such measures in relation to the power and influence of a TNC and the difficulties faced

by a national government imposing restrictions on transnational organisations.

Less successful responses identified a range of government measures but provided tenuous links

as to how these might affect the behaviour of TNCs. Such a response would not attain anything

above a mid-Level 3 mark.
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Question 5 (a) 

Two knowledge marks were awarded for a correct definition of price elasticity of demand (PED)

which included a correct formula. Knowledge marks were also awarded for defining inelastic and/or

elastic demand.

Two application marks were awarded for a correct calculation of PED. An application mark was

awarded for stating that demand was inelastic.

Some candidates were wrong in thinking that a fall in demand when price rises means that demand

is elastic.

48.3% of candidates were awarded 3 or 4 marks for this question.
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Question 5 (b) 

There was plenty of information in the extracts to enable candidates to apply their understanding

of business objectives. The best responses were able to use the extracts effectively and to make

valid evaluative comments. For example, the fact that, as a public sector postal delivery service,

Australia Post would most likely have a social responsibility objective and have an obligation to

deliver to areas of the country which are unprofitable, whilst DHL may not have such an obligation.

By contrast, Australia Post is a commercially-based organisation and it had been profitable up until

2014. Therefore, like the private sector, it may have an objective to make an overall profit.

As with the other Section B 12 mark questions, lower marks were awarded where there was little or

no effective application to the context.
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This response attempted to make effective use of

the information. References were made to

Australia Post being in the public sector and that it

has a social welfare objective. However, this valid

point was not developed sufficiently. The rest of

the response was descriptive, followed by a

generic section which was not linked to the

context. This meant that the KAA mark was in Level

2.

Evaluation comments about not-for-profit in the

private sector and commercially-based Australia

Post was worth 2 evaluation marks.

The mark awarded was 7/12.
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Make sure that you use the information provided

effectively in your answer. If you write a generic

answer you are in danger of only scoring up to 3

marks for KAA, instead of a possible 8 marks.

You are being tested on how well you are able to

apply your economic knowledge and

understanding to a given context. This is a skill

which you need to practise.
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Question 5 (c) 

Successful candidates combined the concepts of efficiency, (productive, allocative and dynamic),

with an assessment as to whether or not Australia Post could operate efficiently. They used

evidence from the extracts such as legal monopoly, exceeding targets for letter deliveries, the

threat of new entrants on the one hand, and customer complaints and losses on the other hand.

A diagram showing points of efficiency or showing a long run average cost curve for a natural

monopoly helped to enhance the answer.

Such a response would be awarded the maximum 12 marks.

Again, it is vitally important that the context is used within the response. There was a significant

number of generic answers to this question.

Question 5 (d) 

Sound answers identified 3 or 4 relevant ways in which incumbent firms might respond to the entry

of new firms such as Japan Post. For example, being more competitive by improving delivery times,

introducing electronic bookings for parcel deliveries and reducing prices for deliveries were

relevant strategies discussed in context. Such a response would likely achieve a Level 3 KAA mark of

7 or 8.

Evaluation marks were awarded to candidates who considered why new entrants may not have a

significant impact on incumbent firms. For example, consumer loyalty, relative sizes of new and

incumbent firms and hit and run tactics of new entrants were all valid evaluative points.
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This response starts by identifying that

international companies such as Japan Post have

entered the market. So the scene is set.

Several valid points are then made relating to the

behaviour of incumbent firms. These points are

not fully developed and are also made in isolation

from the context. Because several valid points are

there and the context was established at the start,

the KAA mark is Level 2 – 5/8.

Two valid evaluation comments are made,

monopoly power and consumer loyalty. The latter

was better explained and the evaluation mark was

3/4.

Hence this response was awarded 5 + 3 – 8 marks.

The mark would have been higher if the candidate

had analysed those points in context.
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It can be a good idea to relate your answer to the

context from the start but make sure you use the

information provided at points throughout your

answer.
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Question 6 (a) 

Up to two knowledge marks were awarded for explaining that a higher price may be charged

because of an increase in demand, to ration excess demand or to price discriminate according to

the time of day.

Application marks were awarded for example, by explaining that demand may be more inelastic at

peak times, revenue and profit can increase with a rise in price, or higher prices will cut down on

queues for taxis.

An appropriate diagram could be used to access knowledge and application marks.

Only one reason needed to be identified and explained to gain up to 4 marks.

48.6% of candidates were awarded 3 or 4 marks on this question.

Question 6 (b) 

There was plenty of evidence provided in the extracts to enable candidates to select product

differentiation strategies being used by the taxi firms and discuss whether or not it may result in

higher profits.

For example, candidates were rewarded for references to the use of apps, improved customer

service, and age, size and quality of taxi. Good analysis of 3 or 4 strategies with links to increasing

profit, resulted in a Level 3 KAA mark.

Evaluation marks were awarded for considering why such a strategy may not be profitable. For

example, increased costs exceed increased revenue, and it is a competitive market therefore other

firms are carrying out similar strategies.

The reverse argument was equally valid when answering this question.
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Question 6 (c) 

Sound responses were able to correctly define contestability and use the information provided to

analyse whether or not Nairobi's taxi market was more contestable. There was ample evidence to

draw conclusions on one side or the other.

The reverse argument was equally valid when answering this question.

Weaker responses confused contestability with more competitive but were still able to gain marks

for evaluation.
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The candidate starts with a succinct definition of

contestability. There then follows examples of how

the market is becoming more contestable –

unlicensed operators, low cost of old vehicles and

the use of apps. This places the response in Level 2

KAA.

If the candidate had made stronger links with the

concept of contestability this would have been a

Level 3 response. For example, an explanation that

the use of apps makes it easier for new entrants to

set up and attract consumers away from other

firms which offer a more traditional service. The

lower start-up costs also mean that it is easier to

exit the market at any time in the future.

Actual KAA mark – 5.
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Question 6 (d) 

There was a clear division on this question between candidates who produced a sound response

and those who did not. It was encouraging to note that a significant number were able to 'assess

the case'. In other words, provide a balanced response in context.

The main concepts when arguing the case for more regulation covered issues such as pollution,

safety standards, private versus public transport and external costs and benefits in general. The

case for less regulation covered issues such as government failure and how greater competition in

the taxi market may result in more self-regulation.

The KAA and evaluation marks could be reversed depending upon the stance taken by the

candidate.
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There was some good application in this response

with references to negative externalities, effects on

health, more accidents, congestion and less use of

public transport. This placed the response at the

top of Level 2 KAA.

What was missing were stronger links with

economic concepts such as a divergence of social

cost from private cost and taxis as a substitute

good for public transport. As it stands the analysis

lacked the depth needed for Level 3.

Actual KAA mark – 6 marks.

Be sure to make the links between your application

and relevant economic analysis. Make it clear

which concepts apply and provide detail (depth) to

your analysis.
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Paper Summary
Based on their performance on this paper, candidates are offered the following advice:

Make sure that you read each question very carefully before starting your answer.

Draw and label your diagrams accurately. Make sure that diagrams are relevant and appropriate.

Even though a brief context is provided at the start of each question in Section A you do not need

to use it in your answer.

Include evaluation comments in all of your answers apart from Section B part (a).

Do not copy out large sections of the extracts in Section B. If you do copy a small part of the

extract use quotation marks.

Your analysis in Section B needs to be in context, so use the information as directed by the

question.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:

http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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